LEAD LINED DOOR NOTES
Heritage Collection - Flush

1. The maximum lite size allowed on 20-minute lead lined doors is 256 square inches (maximum 16” wide x 16” high).

2. Lead lined doors require lead lined vision panels. (Wood stops are not allowed).

3. The maximum fire rating for a lead lined door is 45-minute.

4. Maximum door size for single doors is 4-0 x 9-0 and for pairs is 8-0 x 9-0. **Non-rated and 20 minute only**

5. Maximum door size for single 45-minute door is 4-0 x 8-0. Not available in pairs.

6. Lead lined doors have a sheet of lead on either side of the core.
   
   2 sheets @ 1/32” = 1/16” or 4 lbs.
   2 sheets @ 1/16” = 1/8” or 8 lbs.

7. Lead lined pairs of doors must always have a lead lined astragal. (Wood not allowed).

8. A lead lined door cannot be made with stave lumber core.